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A most important addition to ourknowledge of the histologyof lissues 

was made in 1863 by Sachs1) and in the following year by Hanstein'2) when 

they dernonstrated that in the sieve-tubes first described by Hartig3), there 

are perforations in the transverse partition walls, through which pass fila- 

nients of ])rotoplasm, and that thus there is continuity belween the proto- 

plasmic contents of adjacent cells. 

For a long time this discovery, aithough admirably confirmed and sup- 

ported by the researches of Wilhelm 4), Janczewski5 6) and Russow11), remained 

as an isolated fact until in 1880 Tangl7 8) published cerlain results which 

afforded some practical proof of the correctness of the suggeslions as lo the 

existence of a closer connection between cell and cell which had beeil first 

made by Hofmeister s) and subsequeully more thoroughly and emphatically 

enunciated by Sachs9) and Strasburger 10), for Tangl succeeded in showing 

that in the ripe endosperm cells of Strychnos, Phoenix and Areen, eilher 

the general cell-wall, or the closing membranes of the pits were traversed 

by fine threads of protoplasm. 

1) Sachs. ‘Flora 1863’. p. 68. 

2) Hanstein. ‘Die Milchsaftgefäße’. Berlin 1S64. p. 23 et. seq. 
3) Hartig. ‘Bot. Zeit. 1854’. p. 51—54. 

4) Wilhelm. Beiträge z. Kenntniß &c. Leipzig 1880. 

5) Janczew'Ski. Etudes comparees sur les tubes cribreux. Cherbourg 1882. 

6) Russow. Sitzber. d. Dorpat. Nat. Gesell. 1882. p 350—389. 

7) Tangi.. Jahr. f. Aviss. Bot. XII p. 170—190. 

8) Hofmeister. See Sachs’Vorlesungen, p. 102. 

9) Sachs. ‘Vorlesungen über Pflanzen-Physiologie’. p. 102. 
10) Strasburger. ‘Bau und Wachsthum’, p. 246. 
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In the summer of 1882 while working at the Wttrzburg laboratory 

umler Ihe direction of Professor Sachs, I succeeded in demonstraliug that in 

various pulvini, a direct communication betwecn the cells is established 

by means of delicate proloplasmic lilamenls which traverse the pit-closing- 

membranes'). In subsequent papers1 2 3) I have detailed my further experimenls 

and results, which are inoreover confirmed by the researches of Küssow11) 

m ho has proved that in the hast parenchyma cells and in the phloem-ray- 

cells of numerous planls e.g. Populus, Salix &c, the closing membranes of 

the pils are perforated by line protoplasmic threads. Thus at length evidence 

appearod that in cells such as those of pulvini which unlike sieve-tiibes 

cannot be regarded as modified for the purpose of serving as mere channels 

for eonduclion, and unlike inert endosperrn cells are in active life — in 

such cells there is also an actual communication betwecn one cell and 

another. 

In the present paper I propose to give an account of my work as far as 

il has as yet progressed in which I claim to have proved that in various 

pulvini, in the cells of the leaf of Dionaea, in the parenchyma-cells of the 

stamens of Herberts, in a great number of endosperrn cells, und in various 

ordinary vegetable lissue, there exisls a demonstrable Connection betwecn 

the protoplasmic contents of adjacent cells. 

/. Melhods. 

As it was important in a researeh of this kind that the material em- 

ployed should be preserved with the minimum amountof change, a number 

of experimenls were instituted in Order to determine which of the many 

preservative reagents generallv in use was tho most servicable. VVheu — as 

I shall point out later on — the plasmolytic condition is induced in a cell 

by treating it for some time with a 10 per cent solution of common salt, the 

protoplasm is caused to contract and separate away from the cell-wall, to 

which however it is still connected by delicate protoplasmic strings. Such 

plasmolysed lissue affords very favourable material for testing the relative 

fixing and preserving power of reagents. ln addition I also investigated the 

effects produced on sections of fully grown tissue possessing large vacuoles, 

and upon the filaments of Spirogyra and other filamentous Algae. Alcohol, 

I per cent Osmic aeid, 3 per cent Chromic acid, alcoholic and watery Solu¬ 

tions of alum, and corrosive Sublimate, saturated watery and alcoholic Pieric 

acid were used. The strengths of the Solutions were also varied, as occasion 

required since it seemed to me that owing to the diluting effect of the cell 

1) Gardinkr. Quart Journ. Micr. Soc. Oct. 1882. 

2) Gardiner. Roy. Soc. Proc. Nov. 11. 1882 d. Roy. Soc. Proc. April 16. 1883 & Roy. 
Soc. Proc. Dec. 20. 1883. 

3) Russow. loc. cit. 
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sap, somo modifications mighl be required for vegelable lissues '). Gold Chlo¬ 

ride and Silver nitrate wcre also employed. The experiments pointed to 

the fact that treatment of small pieces of fresh tissue with a saturated watery 

solution of Picric acid gave the best results although these resulls wcre far 

from being perfectly satisfactory. Wlieu small pieces of the tissue were 

treated for some time (*/i hr. to 2 hrs.) with this reagent, and subsequently 

with dilute (50 p. c.) and progressively stronger aleohol, the close relation 

existing botween the protoplasm and cell-wall was fairly maintained, the 

latter having undergone but little shrinking. Still the amount of shrinking 

was sufficient to modify considerably the normal relations botween proto¬ 

plasm and cell-wall, and moreover the protoplasm was found to have become 

rigid and briltle. In consequence of these objections I regarded it as most 

satisfactory to give up the attempt to use preserved material; hence all the 

observalions deseribed bclow were ruade upon fresh material alone. -) 

1 tlieu proceeded to make a number of very careful observations upon 

the slaiuing propcrties of as many dyes as l could obtaiu. Most of thern 

were not remarkablc for any well-defined selective staining power, but in 

the end I succceded in findiug two very oxcellcnt reagenls for botanieal 

1) From my moro recent Experiments 1 find that I had been working with too 

streng Solutions of Osmic and Cliromio acid. In the casc of young tissue where the cells 

are full of protoplasm, exactly the same treatment may be resorted to, as in animal 

structures, Itul with l'ully grown and muoh vacuolated cells, rauch moro care is required 

all rapid difl'usion must be avoidod, and the strength of the solution with which such 

tissue is treated, must beonly slowly and progressively iucroased. The staining solution 

must also be appro.xitnalely of llie same specific gravity as that of the fluid in which the 

tissue is, at the time. 1 found that as regards Osmic and Chromic acid a 1% solution 

gave good results. The tissue is placed in such a solution for 12 or 24 honrs. It may 

tlieu be rcmoved to 30% aleohol for a day, and into 30%, 70%, 90% and absolute as 

required. II it is to be mounled in glyecrine il must in Ibe same way be gradually 

brnugbl into water: into very dilute glycerine (I Giycerine to 10 waler), and so on. In 

all cases small pieces of tissue must be used. The black staining produced by Osmic 

acid may be removed by treating the sections with Cddot'ine-water or by suspending 

them in aleohol tbrougb which Ghlorine is allowed to hubble. The aleohol must be kept 

cool by means of a current of cold water, tt is best not to aet on large pieces of tissue, 

both bccauso the bleacking Ilion takes a long time, and because it is not well in a doli— 

cate investigation to exposo a tissue to the prolonged action of cfdorino. The method is 

a sligld modification of that first proposed by Mayer (Müll. Arcb. 1 874. p. 321). As 

regards Picric acid, the saturated solution may have to be diluted with 3 times its bulk 

of water. For sea-weeds, Floridene &c the following method gives good results. Make 

ii saturated solution of Picric acid in sea-water, add to it 3 or 4 times its Volume of 

sea-waler, The material is treated for % liour to 1 hr and tlieu placed in 30% aleohol&c. 

Fiually for any ordinary investigation there is no doubl that absolute aleohol is the most 

useful reagent. 

2) Aleohol material may be used but it must be recotlected that it will always cause 

the protoplasm to slirink from Ibe cell-wall, and tlie relation botween the pit-mombranes 

and the protoplasm will no longer be maintained. 
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research viz. Melliylene blue which cspccially stains Ihe coli-wall, and 

Hoffmann’s Idue1) vvhich cspecially colours the protoplasm. The only pre- 

cautions rcquircd are that a fairly dilute solulion of the dye should he made 

in Alcohol of a strength not greater than 50 per cent, and that the stained 

seclion should he washed in water2 3). 

All experirneuts made with the view of attempting lo detect the pre- 

sence of protoplasmic (ilaments in the cell-wall when the wall was normal 

and intact inet with hui little success4), so that in investigaling the suhject 

of protoplasmic continuity the method of swelling the cell-wall, and subse- 

queully staining with a dye wliich was found lo especially stain the prolo- 

plasm, was adopted. Either Sulphurie acid or Chlor-Zinc-.lod. was used 

as the swelling agenl, allhough every preference was given lo the (aller. 

Naturally I’otash might have been used, hut on accounl of the diflicuIties 

which allend the thorough washing out of that reagenl and in consequence 

of its oftou doleterious action on the dyes, il was rejecled w hen it w as found 

that Chlor-Zinc-Jod. answered every purpose. Sinee for the lwo reagents 

employed the inethods are somewhat different it seems best to treal of them 

separately. 

1. Method with Sulphurie acid. 

Düring the earlier pari of my work 1 was accuslomed lo use Sulphurie 

acid, in comhinalion with Hoffmann’s Violet. This latter reagenl, al the time 

of staining, colours equally hoth protoplasm and cell-w all. lf how ever the 

seclion he trealed for some time with dilute glycerine, the staining of the 

cell-wall is removed, and the protoplasm alone remains clearly stained4). 

ln working with Sulphurie acid, the fresh material is first cut in water. 

A seclion having been taken up with a plalinum spatula and the excess of 

w ater removed w ith hlotting paper, a drop of slrong Sulphurie acid is placed 

upon it, and allowed to act for a short time — usually a few seconds. The 

section is then plunged into water and rapidly washed. After several wash- 

1) Sioce tho various aniline dyes evon though possessing the same name dilTer 

materially in their staining reactions, 1 may montion that Ihis parlieular blue is known 

as IIoI'I-masn’s blue (Aniline biuo) and may bo obtained from Monr.u.i in Würzburg. 
2) Like Mayer (‘Mittheilungen aus der Zoologischen Station zu Neapel’. Vol.li 1880) 

I found (hat dyes containing a high percentage of alcohol stain more diffusely tlian those 

of weaker grades. 

3) ln certain instances where the threads were well developed, e. g. Bontinekia, 

Tamus etc. the threads can bo distinguished when the sections are meroly mounted, 

in water, or dilute glycerine & if a little Jodine bc added they are very clearly brought 

into view. This is a very important point, and proves that the phenomena dctailed in 

the present paper are not artilicially induced by reagents. 

4) A very useful reagent for the demonstration of sieve-tubes may be made by dis- 

Solving the IIoffmann’s violet in strong Sulphurie acid. After treatrnent with this solution 

the sieve-tubes are well brought into view, and moreover all lignitied tissue assumes Ihe 

usual gold yellow tint, as alter treatrnent with Aniline Chloride and hydrochloric acid. 
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ings it may ho stained and mounted. As a staining rcagent eithor IIoff- 

mann’s violot or preferably Hoffmann’s blue may ho used. In the caso of 

Hoffmann’s violot the seclion is quickly stained, washed in water and tlien 

placed for 24 hours or more in di lute glycerine vvhich dissolves out a great 

portion of the dye from the stained cell-wall and at the satne time removes 

the peculiar staining of the pits which, if allowed lo remain, is apt to lead 

to very delusive results. I he seetion is finally mounted in glycerine. 

When Hoffmann’s blue is used a moderate quantity of the dye is dis— 

solvcd in a 50°/o solulion of alcohol to which has been added a few drops 

of acetic acid. After staining, the sections are washed in water and mounted 

in glycerine. Or a sufficient quantity of the dye may be dissolved in a 50% 

solution of Alcohol which has been saturated with Picric acid, until the 

solution assumos a dark greenish blue tint. This solution — the properlies 

of which will be dealt with under the head of Chlor-Zinc-Jod. — l shall 

speak ol as Picric IIoffmann’s blue. After staining, the sections are washed 

in water and mounted in glycerine as before., or öfter treatment with alcohol 

they may be cleared with clove oil, and mounted in Cauada balsam. 

2. Chlor-Zinc-Jod. 

ln Tangl’s method, which was the same as Hanstkin had employed for 

demonstrating the Perforation of the sieve-plate, sections of endosperm 

were stained with Jodine and mounted in Chlor-Zinc-Jod. In such dry 

lissue as that of ripo endosperm cells, the cell-walls do not turn blue but 

merely remain stained with the ordinary yellow brown due to Jodine. The 

protoplasm on the other hand assumes a very dark brown colouration and 

aftcr some time there comes into view a series of striac tfaversing the 

thickened cell-wall which from their colouration, and from the fael that 

their depth of staining varies pari passu with that of the protoplasm, are 

laken to be esseulially protoplasmic in character. 

Although in such cases whero it can be applied the method is of great 

value, it wdl be seen that it is attended also with some disadvanlagcsj for 

lirstly, in tissues containing a higher percentage of water the walls assume 

the ordinary cellulose blue, which at once prevents the threads from being 

seen, and secondly, on account of the extensive and very varied') staining 

properties of the Jodine tho results obtained by it alonc cannot be taken as 

entirely conclusive. Nevertheless, where practicable, Tangl’s method is of 

great use lo give at least an idea of the existenee of the protoplasmic fila- 

ments, and moreover the staining of tho threads with Jodinc is mueli more 

dislinct than with any other reagenl I have yet been able to employ. 

1) Thus besides its well known reactions with protoplasm, cell-wall and starch 
Jodine givos a blue colour willi mueilage, with the cell-walls of cerlain fungi, with the 

Phloem of tycopodium, with tho cell-walls of the endosperm cells of Paeonia officinalls 
(Vines) and of Ardisia crcnulata and Ardisia polytoca (Garbineh). 
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To obviale tlio difliculties 1 have rncntioned above I attempted lo usc 

die same modification as I had doue ia Ihe case of Sulphuric acLd vis«. lo 

Ircal first with Chlor-Zinc-Jod. and, having well washed out the section, to 

slaiu with Hoffmann’s blue. In this however, like Tangl, 1 was at first un- 

succossful, for allhough by the Jodine and Chlor-Zinc-Jod. treatment, well 

defined threads were plainly seen, yet on staining, no colouration whatever 

was produced. However from a number of experiments that I instituled 

in order to acertain why this occurred, I observed that when such sections 

were treated with Solutions of well coloured crystalline bodies, such as 

picric acid, gold chloride, chromic acid, something of the threads could bo 

seen. fhis led me lo believe that I had lo deal merely with a phenomeuon 

of did'usion, for my aniline dyes were essentially colloidal in character, and 

it seemed not improbable the solution of such colloidal substances would 

not difluse into the delicate Strands of colloidal protoplasm. Consequcntly 

I adopted the modification of dissolving the Hoffmann’s blue in a 50% solu¬ 

tion of alcohol saturated with picric acid and on washing out 1 found the 

threads well stained — the picric acid bodily carrying, as it were the solu¬ 

tion of the dye into the fine proloplasmic Strands. Picric acid has also 

another valuable property in that it tends to prevent the staining of cell- 

wall by dyes which, allhough possessing an especial aflinity for the proto¬ 

plasm, will stain the cell-wall also uuless soine such restraining reagent 

be used. 

I am now in a position lo give my melhod with Chlor-Zinc-Jod. in full. 

Sections are stained with Jodine and mounted in Chlor-Zinc-Jod. Thon if 

the material is favourable one may sce something of the threads, or at any 

rate obtain some information as to their probable presence or absence. After 

being exposed lo the action of Chlor-Zinc-Jod. for about 12 hrs. the sections 

are well washed; stained with Picric Hoffmann’s blue, washed again in 

Waler, and finally mounted in glycerine, or what is ofteu beiter still, plaeed 

*u alcohol, first di Inte, und at lenglh absolute; cleared with clove oil, and 

mounted in Canada balsam. In those cases where the tissue rapidly swells 

Under the action of the reagent, as in the endosperm of Strychnos nux- 

Vointca, Bauhinia and Turnus, the action noed not be so prolongcd, and the 

°xcessive swelling must be prevented by the use of alcoholic Jodine at the 

°ulset, and in a similar mannor it may be washed with alcohol instead of 

with water, otherwise the threads will be so displaced and altered as to be 

f|lmost or enlirely invisible. 

These tlien are the two principal methods. As regards the management 

(,f the reagents, and the lenglh of time they must be allowed to act in order 

b* obtain a salisfactory result, it is clear that the manipulation must be 

varied lo a certain exteut lo suit the requirements of the various kinds of 

bssue, as it is Ihin wallod or thick, easily swollen or swollcn with dil’li— 

cu,ly- The use of Sulphuric acid is atlended with by far the greater amount 
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of difficulty, for if it Ito allowed to aet for too short a time the cell- 

wall will not be sufficienllv swollen, wliile if tho treatinont be somewhat 

prolonged, the middle lamellae of the colls are liable to sw eil, and at the 

same time stain, and, whcn in such a condition, will liinder all successful 

observation of the threads which may traverso their substance. Upon still 

further action the proloplasm ilself commences to be attacked. With Ghlor- 

Zinc-Jod. on the other hand, whore the action is much moro regulalcd and 

gradual, but littlo precaution as to length of time need be observed. 

Besides the difficulty of regulating ils action, liiere are still other and 

grave objections to the use of Sulphuric acid. One of these is that no matter 

hovv carefully the acid is added to the tissue, and no matter how quickly 

the washing in water is accomplished, there will be a very considerable 

evolulion of heat attending the hydralion of tho acid, which is liable to ac- 

celcrate ils action and to cause very grave changes in such dclicate struc- 

tures as fine protoplasmic filaments traversing the cell-wall. Secondly the 

folding up and general displacement of the tissue consequenl uj>on the 

action of such a violent roagent, greatly increases the already exisling com- 

plications which attend all observations connected with minute hislology. 

For these reasons, wliile 1 still regard Sulphuric acid as a very valuable 

reagent, bolh for swelling up resistent tissues upon which Ghlor-Zinc-Jod. 

has luil littlo action, and for demonstraling in an unusually clear wav the 

remarkable manner in which the apices of the protoplasmic proccsses, 

entering the pits, ding to the pit-closing-membrane, yet 1 am convinced that 

il must be looked upon as the less satisfactory of the tvvo, and that the 

phenomena produced in consequence of its action can only be rightly iuter- 

preled in the light of the more certain results oblained by the use of Chlor- 

Zinc-Jod. Finally I am of opinion that for all tissues which will sw eil suffi- 

cientlv under its action, my Ghlor-Zinc-Jod. method may be regarded as 

perfcctly satisfactory, and that aller troatment with Picric-lloFKMAiNN’s- 

blue and subsequent washing in water, nothing but protoplasmic structures 

will bc stained. In clear inslances whore a thick closing-membrane is 

plainly traversed by threads, it can be demonstrated with easc that while 

tho individual threads are well stained, the substance of the pit-membrane 

ilself experienccs no colouration, eveu whcn the seelion has been exposed 

to the action of the dye for a long time. When the pits are smaller and the 

threads less clearly defined it is more difficult to observe that the substance 

of the pit-membrane is still free from colouration, and whcn owing to the 

thinness of tho closing-membrane, all appearances even of striation cease 

to be reeognizable, wo are only aI> 1 o to observe an apparent staining of the 

enlire membrane. But 1 am convinced from my own tentative experiment, 

and I Ihink anyone who follows this paper to the end, w ill bc convinced also 

that such staining points not to the colouration of the substance of the pit-mem¬ 

brane, but to the staining of protoplasmic filaments traversing its slruclure. 
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Willi regard lo olher manipulative details 1 should menlion tlial besides 

a plalinum 1 ifter, I also used platinum needles and thal 1 w as careful to 

thoroughly brush all Ihe sections wilh a camel-luiir-brush, both, alter the 

aclion of the acid, or of Chlor-Zinc-Jod. and aller staining. This I regard 

as a detail of some importance. 

In order to prove that the threads traversing the cell-wall were in reality 

proloplasm, 1 employed wilh suceess a solution of Molybdic acid in strong 

Sulphuric acid, which has the advantage of swelling the cell-wall and at the 

same time colouring the proloplasm. lf Molybdic acid be dissolved in strong 

Sulphuric acid a colourless solution is obtained which, wilh Alcohol or maiiy 

other substances of an organic nature, gives a beautiful blue colour. So 

delicate is this reaction that the blue colour is dcveloped even when the 

liquid is kept in a stoppored boltle in consequenoe of the previous iulro- 

duetion of some foreign matter of an organic nature. I found that such a 

solution while not affecling the cell-wall for some time gave a fine blue 

colouration at once Willi the proloplasm. lf then a section of some living 

endosperm such as Turnus be treated wilh this reagent, it will swell up the 

cell-wall and will commence to dissolve the protoplasm; the liue threads 

porforating the walls will remain for some time unacted upon, and while 

the main protoplasmic mass w ill assume an intense blue, the threads in ad- 

dition will be perceptibly coloured. 

At an early stage in this research 1 was strack witli the peeuliar pro- 

perties of the pit-membrane as compared wilh those of the rcsl of the 

cell-wall. 

For instance, after staining with .lodine and Chlor-Zinc-Jod., whereas 

the general cell-wall assumes the usual blue tint, the pil-mcinbrane is but 

slightly coloured, and indeed when the membrane is somewhal thin may 

not appear to colour at all, although the examination of a fine transverse 

section of the pit w ill prove that a definite staining has taken place. But 

the depth of the staining certainly appears less llian one would expect in 

Proportion to the thickness of the membrane. 

Methylene blue slains both the wall and the pil-membraues a fine 

light blue, and after the aclion of Sulphuric acid the swollen wall assumes 

a much lighler tint, owing to the fact that the quantity of the dye taken up 

by the cell-wall is uow distributed over a rclatively largor spare, lf a 

section be cautiously treated with Sulphuric acid, washed and stained, 

il w ill be seen that whereas the general swollen wall is coloured a light 

blue, the bolloms and the sides of the pits will still assume the darker blue 

colour of the unsw ollen cell-wall, and w ill Ihus be clcarly marked out. If 

bowever anolhcr section be treated for a longer time wilh acid, or il the 

same section be a seeond time exposed to its aclion, il will be seen on 

staining that no special colouration of the bolloms and sides of the pits can 

be dctectcd, but that tlic whole sw ollen wall is of an uniform light tint. 
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This phenomenon evidently points to the f'acl that the substance of the 

pil-closing-meinbrane and of the layers iramediately surrounding the pit- 

cavity arc more resistent than the resl of the cell-wall. Exacllv the samc 

thing was noticed by Strasburgeii ') who proved that by caulious treatment 

of a seetion wilh dilute Sulphuric acid or vvith vveak Arurnoniacal oxide of 

Cop]>er the middle lamella and the pit-closing-meinbrane remained while 

the rest of the cell-« all suffered Solution. With stronger Solutions of the 

ahove rcagents he likewise found that the pit-membrane also disappeared. 

Evidently tho fact ol not using some staining reagent prcvented him froin 

demonstrating that the sides of the pits, as well as the pit-membrane ilself, 

arc more resistent than the general cell-wall. 

Exactly the same phenomena are observed when a seetion after cau¬ 

lious treatment with Sulphuric acid is stained with Methyl violet. In the 

case of Methylene blue the protoplasm is not coloured, but when Methyl 

violet is used a deep staining of that structure occurs, the tint of which is 

the same as that of the bottoms and sides of the pits: for whereas the general 

cell-wall assumes a violet colour, the protoplasm, the pit-membranes and 

the pit sides appear of a deep purple. Now since protoplasmic processes 

froin the main protoplasmic mass may project for some distance into the 

swollen pits, when such a stained seetion of pitted tissue is examined it 

appears as if therc were in any two contiguous cells, filaments of protoplasm 

of a purple colour traversing the thiekness of the violet coll-walls by means 

of the pits, and thus establishing a direct continuity of the protoplasm from 

cell to cell. However after prolonged treatment with dilute giycerine this 

purple colour dissolves from the pits, and the protoplasmic processes are 

left clearly seen and may or may not be the means of establishing a con- 

linuily between the cells. As in the case of Methylene blue so also here a 

more lengthy treatment of the tissue with acid will swell up tho pit-mem¬ 

branes, and when in that condition the pits will assume the same colour as 

the rest of the cell-wall1 2). 

II. Observations. 

Ilaving thus described my melhods at some lenglh, 1 can now proceed 

to give an account of the results I obtained with pulvini and other organs 

in which a continuity of the protoplasm was shown to exisl, and as the 

principal object of the paper is to study the relation which exists between 

protoplasm and cell-wall. 1 shall only quote such anatomical and physio- 

Iogical details as arc necessary for the proper understanding of tho organ 

in question. 

1) Strasbürger. ‘Bau und Wachsthum’. Pages16&22. 

2) Whetlier this resistent cliaracter of the pit-membrane is duo to tho fact that it 

contains protoplasm in its structure must for tiio present be left an open question. 
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In structure the typical pulvinus eonsisls of an axial vascular bündle 

which is surrounded by some eight layers of parenchyma colls. The vvliole 

organ is invested by a feebly developed epidermis and the parenchyma 

cells are very conspicuously pitted especially on their longitudinal walls. 

I studied in detail the pulvini of Mimosa pudica, Hob inin pseud-acacia, 

Amicin zygomerts and Phaseolus multißorus, of which Mimosa gave the best 

resulls. Thin longitudinal sections of a fresh pulvinus of Mimosa are cut in 

Water, treated wilh Sulphuric acid, and stained as already described. Then 

'f the Operation has been successfully accomplished, the cell-walls will 

have undergone considerable swelling so as to he rendered almost invisible, 

and the protoplasmic bodies will present the appearance of a number o'f 

deeply stained irregularly shaped masses lying in the swollen substance er 

the cell-wall. From these main protoplasmic. masses radiate numerous pro- 

cesses towards the pits, and in any two neighbouring cells the processes 

from the one central mass are exactly opposilc those proceeding front the 

other, thus presenting a tnosl characteristic appearance and resembling 

somewhat a preparalion of corneal conuective tissue which has been stained 
With gold Chloride. 

The appearances I have described are the natural outcome of the action 

ol Sulphuric acid upon fresh sections of vegetable tissue and the whole 

process may be watched under the microscope. It will then be apparent 

thal the following ellects are produced. The protoplasm is almost immedia- 

tely killed, and in Iltis process, allhough some sliglit conlraction may lake 

place, it remains for the most pari perfectly passive. The cell-wall rapidix 

conunences lo swell and in so doing drives before it the passive protoplasm, 

''hielt in virtue of its previous vacuolation easily admits of being squeezed 

,nt0 a much smaller space. The ellect of Ute swelling wall, as far as the pits 

*<ie concerned, is to cause a narrowing of the diameter of the pit-cavity, 

"hile the closing membrane itself swells but little. The processes front the 

general cell-protoplasm which enter the pits are left in their normal posilion, 

jdthough they are necessarily somewhat constricted, and, what is a remar- 

«»ble facl, that portion ol each process which immediately abuls on the pit- 

closing-membrane, usually slicks lo the latter structure, and is hehl in 

Position even though owing to the swelling of the cell-wall, a verj appre- 

ciable tension ntay be set up and the processes may be drawn out inte 

Strands of great tenuity. In other instances, and especially when the action 

°1’1,10 acid has been prolonged, the processes contract away from the closing 

'Oentbranes altogether. The narrowing of the diameter of the pit-cavity 

Naturally assists to maintain the processes in posilion in a merely ntechani- 

Cal manner, but apart from Ibis one can recognize w ith ease that the apices 

0f ,lle protoplasmic processes adhere with considerable tenacity to the clos¬ 

art membianes of the pits. For the satne thing occurs in thin walled tissue 

'here the narrowing of the pit diameter is inappreeiable, and where moreo- 
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ver treatment with Jodine and Ghlor-Zinc-Jod. demonstrates that the swollen 

sides of the pits are quite free from, and do not embrace the delicately 

drawn out protopfasmie processes That part of the process abutting on lo 

the pit-closing-membrane bas either a broad apex, or it may be drawn lo a 

line point. In two opposite pits the proloplasmic processes may either both 

have broad ends, or both pointed ends, or finally a broad-ended apex niav 

have opposite il one whose termination is drawn out lo a delicate point, 

all these various appearauces depending upon the degreo of action of the 

acid. The middle lamellae remain but little actedupon, and appear as a 

delicate network marking out the limits of the cells. By proper treatment 

with Glycerine all the staining may be dissolved from them, and after being 

mounted for some time in strong Glycerine they may be rendered so incon- 

spicuous as not lo interfere with suceessful observation. 

Ilaving thus stated in detail the various phenomena presented by the 

eell-wall and the general cell-protoplasm, I now coine to the most important 

pari of the subject which deals with the evidence as to the occurrence of a 

continuity of the protoplasm between one cell and another. The only Sug¬ 

gestion that we have hitherto had of such proloplasmic continuity was the 

remarkable fact of the hanging on of the protoplasm to the pit-membrane, 

l)ut this fact allhough it may be taken to afford some indication of the pro¬ 

bable existence of a communication between adjacent cells, of itself actually 

proves but little; for it is the existence of protoplasm in the cell-wall which 

has to be demonstrated and protoplasm may equally well be present traver- 

sing the pit-closing-membrane whether the proloplasmic processes adhere to 

the pit-wall or whether they contracted away. This is an important point. 

Thus it is the pit-membrane which must be carefully examined. In 

a well prepared section of the j>ulvinus of Mimosa there appear after treat¬ 

ment with acid at first to be several ways in which the continuity of the 

protoplasm between adjacent cells is established. In some instances il 

appears as if fairly thick proloplasmic processes traverse the pits bodily, so 

that the proloplasmic mass of one cell is directly continuous with that of its 

neighbour as if in fact the pits were open, and possessed no closing mem- 

brane. ln other instances it appears as if each process had become drawn 

out in the pit into a very delicate Strand and that the two opposite alte- 

nuated Strands efleet a junction by means of a small Perforation in the pit- 

closing-membrane. Lastly it appears as il a sieve plale arrangement occurs- 

1 propose lo consider these cases in some detail, and beforc so doing 1 think 

il is necessary that I should state some of the difficulties which altend ihr 

observation of such struclures, and also some of the precautions which must 

be taken in order to avoid a false interpretalion of the appearauces which 

I have described above. Firstly the tenuity of the processes, and the tbinnesS 

of the pit-membranes necessitate the use of high powere, which must neceS- 

sarily be mnnipulafed with very great care. Again, owing to the action o* 
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such a strong reagent as Sulphurie acid great displacemenl of the tissue is 

li.ilde lo occur. Laslly and most imporlanlly the direction of the long axes 

<>f the pits, and consequently of the protoplasmic processes lie in all planes, 

and it is obvious thal rnany processes whieh lie in a plane inelined even at 

a very slight angle lo the plane of the coverslip will appear lo touch one 

another and be continuous, although as a matter of fact thcy may be sepa- 

i'aled by a considerable space. Consequently the greatest precautions must 

be laken. All exlraneous light should be kept from the eyes and il is best 

to work wilh the microscope under a wooden screen made for the purpose 

W'hich admils light lo the mirror only by nieans of a hole cut in the front, 

ßy careful observation one must learn to recognize exaclly the eflects whieh 

Hie acid produces, and the whole phenomena atlending the swelling of 

tissues. It must be remembered that the middle lamella completely sur- 

i'onnds each cell, and that in a seclion the network of lamellae occur in all 

planes, and that the various constituent lamellae appear lo intersect one 

another at all angles. In the examinalion of the processes and of the inter- 

cepling closing membranes the greatest possible care must be laken to 

acertain that the long axis of the particular pit in vievv lies as nearly aS 

possible at right angles to the line of vision, or whal is the same thing, lies 

in a plane parallel lo the plane of the coverslip. 

1 will now deal wilh the various resemblances whieh as I have slated 

simulate an actual occurrence ol a protoplasmic continuity. As to the ap- 

pearance ol a somewhat thick thread bodily traversing the junction between 

two opposite pit-cavities and necessilating the idea of open pits, it can be 

easily shown that it is fallacious, for thin sections either of fresli or alcoholic 

material, stained wilh Jodine and mounled in Chlor-Zinc-Jod. demonslrate 

that in every case a closing membrane is present, and that the ends of the 

two opposite processes are sharply defined from it. Such an appearance is 

due either lo the fact that the plane of the long axis of the pits is inelined 

at an angle to that of the coverslip, or that the pil-membrane has not been 

swollen, and since it is very thin, slightly stained, and at the same time 

in the thicker sections difficult to dehne, it appears at first sight as if no 

pit-rhembrane were present, but a careful examinalion w ill generally enable 

one to see that an intercepting closing membrane is in reality present in 
all cases. 

Wilh regard to the fine processes appenring to perforate the closing 

membrane it is obvious that Ihis necessilales the exislence of a small pore 

in that slructure. But by the most careful examination of pit-closing-mem- 

branes I have failed to delect the exislenc§ of any such Perforation, and as in 

•nany instances the threads are of an appreciable size lliey such a Perforation 

°i fbe pil-membrane ought cerlainly lo be recognized. On the contrai s in 

die whole ol my work on endosperms and olher tissues liiere was no single 

‘nstanee of such a simple Perforation, but a sieve arraugement was present 
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in every case. I have been able lo explain such appearanoes in die follow- 

ing ways. They inay be produced: First, from (he apparent overlapping of 

unconnected threads which lie in a different plane lo that of Ihe coverslip: 

Secondly, when two extremely attenuated threads lie very dose lo one 

another, they may appear to be continuous, and may give Ihe eye Ihe im- 

pression that they really join, although great care and accurate focussing 

will prove that such is not Ihe case: Thirdly, (hat such an attenuated 

thread coining from a main protoplasmic mass may be inlercepted by a 

middle larnella lying above it which is free from il, bul which appears lo 

be pierced by it. Frequently it will be seen that Ihe attenuated process has 

not yet reached ils own pit, and furlher that the process on the other side 

of the pit may be wide at ils extremity, and that it is between diese two 

that the true pit-membrane intervenes. 

Having thus disposed of two of the appearances of protoplasmic con- 

tinuily which may lie produced when such a tissue as that of the pulvinus 

ol Mtmosn is trealed with strong Sulphuric acid and stained, it only remains 

for me lo deal with the last of those mentioned above w hich is moreover 

undoubtedly real namely, the appearance of a sieve-slrueture in the pit— 

dosing-membrane. ln this instance one observes the following appearance. 

Fixing on a favourable case in which two well defined broad protoplasmic 

processes are opposile one another, one can observe that between diese tw o 

darklj stained ends, and traversing the pit-membrane, there is a lighler 

stained area which appears to bridge over the swollen dosing-membrane 

and lo unile as il were the tw o opposile and deeply colourcd processes. The 

form presented by this stained portion is usually that of a flattencd sphere, 

the diameter of each Uattened end being the same as that of the pit-closing- 

membrane, while in the direction of ils greatest breadth it exceeds this 

diameter in consequence of its spheroidal shape. In favourable instances, 

and with a high power, an appearance of strialion may be detected in this 

stained area, the Striae running in a direction parallel lo the long axis of 

the pils, bul making a curve in their course across die pit-membrane instead 

of traversing it in a straight liue. The appearance of strialion is hoWever 

exceptional, and as a rule, nothing more than die colouration, and the form 

that such colouration assumes can be made out. Between two opposite 

processes with pointed or altenuale ends the same structure naturally 

occurs, and when the processes have conlraeted away from the closing 

membrane, it follows that a distinct interval between the deeply stained 

processes and the lighler stained area will occur though in suecessfully 

prepared sections one cannot help being greatly struck with the wonderful 

tenacitv with which die protoplasm clings to the closing membranes of die 

pits. In the parenchyma cells where the middle larnella is well developed 

and resistent, this structure, evon after the prolonged action of glycerine, 

oflfers some slight impediment lo obscrvation, bul in the prosencbymatous 
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cells surrounding the vascular bündle even this difficully is removed, for 

there (lie middle Iamellae become quite invisible. Thev too exhibit the same 

structure, l>ut no slriation can be observed, and moreover on account of 

their great swelling the protoplasmic processes projecling into the pits are 

separated by an appreciable distance from the pit-closing-membranes. 

From the eomplele reliance which may be placed upon the staining of 

Picric Hoffmann’s blue, as a result of very numerous lentative experiments 

I am in a position to state that this peculiar colouration of the pit-membrane 

is due to die presencc of protoplasm in its substance. From a careful exami- 

nation of what takes place in other instances, and from a thorough com- 

parison ol this structure with numerous other structures of a like kind, one 

may furlher state that this staining is in realily caused by and is the ex- 

pression of, a number of delicale protoplasmic filaments traversing the pit- 

membrane after the manner of the threads in sieve-tubes; that these fila- 

menls join on to the ends of the protoplasmic processes entering the pits, 

and that the whole closing-membrane is in fact a sieve-plate. 

ln formulating this Statement it is important that vve should clearly 

understand what are the exact points to be taken into consideration, iii 

making a reliable comparison between this and other lissues. There are 

two principal facts to be dealt with, viz the thickness or thinness of the pit- 

closing-membrane and the size of the threads which traverse it. With a 

thick wall and a fairly thick thread vve have the best possible conditions, 

and the whole structure will be easily seen. This actually occurs in many 

endosperms. Again there is the combination of a well delined thread, and 

a tliin membrane. This state of things, which also occurs in certain endo¬ 

sperms is obviously much less favourable. With a thick wall and a thin thread 

the difficullies increase; and lastly the simultancous occurrence of a very 

thin membrane and a very thin thread gives us the very worst combination, 

in which it is next to impossible, if not impossible altogethcr to see anylhing 

of any structure wliatsoever and owiug to the extreme thinness of the elosing 

membrane so little colouration takes place that we cannot even define any 

staining, which would suggest the presence of protoplasmic fdaments in that 

structure. 

In Mimosa we have to deal with a case of some difficulty, for we have 

thin threads, and a somewhat thin closing membrane, but although the 

combination may be unfavourable it is certainly not at its worst, for there 

is a distinct and well defined colouration, and in addition an appearance of 

slriation. In such tissues as the base of the leaf-stalk of Prunus lauro- 

cerasus, the pit-membranes are thieker, and in addition, the middle Iamellae 

ol many of the cells are quite invisible after swelling. Such a tissue treated 

by the Chlor. Zinc. Jod. melhod slained with Picric Hofpmaxn’s blue, and 

mounlcd in Canada-balsam demonstrales that in the clearly stained pit- 

membranes a distinct slriation, and even distinct threads can be seen. From 
Arbeiten a. d. bot. Institut in Würzburg. Bd. EU. 5 
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this stage to that of complete clearness of structure where the threads may 

even be counted, the tissues of various endosperras give many examples 

and offer every gradation. Moreover when those which with a high power 

exhibit well detined threads, are examined under a low power of the micros- 

cope, they present exaclly the sarne appearance as Mimosa, the stained area 

has the sarne ligure of a compressed sphere in the closing membrane, and 

the threads which can no longer be distinctly recognizcd, give an appearance 

of striation or only a mere colouration. Every peculiarity in the structure 

of the endosperm threads, such as that frequentlv disjdayed in the pe- 

culiar sweep of the threads, giving rise to a much flattened spheroid 

lorrn, are all faithfully reproduced in the tissues of pulvini and the like. 

These eonsiderations and results, which will become even more evident afler 

I have dctailed my work with endosperms, will I think prove that a sieve- 

structure does prevail, and that it is moreover the only true rneans whercby 

a protoplasmic continuity is established in Mimosa. The fact of protoplasmic 

continuity is also very greatly supported by the wonderful adhesion of the 

protoplasm to the base of the pit-membranes. With Chlor. Zinc. Jod., at 

least as far as regards Alcoholic material, the tissue of the pulvinus of 

Mimosa swells but little, and after such treatment the evidence as to the 

presence of protoplasmic lilaments traversing the closing membrane is limited 

rnerely to a definite staining of that structure.') 

After swelling with Sulphuric acid the pulvinus of liobinia displays 

essenlially the sarne structure as that of Mimosa; but there are much clearer 

examples of a sieve-arrangement, for the stained area connecting to neigh- 

bouring protoplasmic processes, shows a much more evident striation. In 

Amicia on the olher hand 1 was unable to observe any appearance of stria¬ 

tion, but only a uniform and apparently structureless stained area. In 

Phaseolus also the evidence as to continuity is limited to a mere staining of 

the pit-closing-membrane. 

It is also of extreme interest to note that the degree of tenacity with 

which the apices of the processes cling to the pit-closing-membranes in the 

various examples I have named, benrs some very definite relation to the 

degree of development of the threads Crossing the pit-closing-membrane. 

Thus in Mimosa the processes projecting inlo the pils continue to stick 

to the pit-merabrane even though the tension upon them, as exhibiled bv 

their extreme tenuity, is very great. In many instances indeed they stick 

so closely to the membrane as to produce every impression of the existenco 

of a direct continuity between the cells; and w hen, ow ing to the protoplasm 

having undergone considerable shrinking, such a tension has been brought 

to bear upon them that rupture finally ensues, such rupture, in a very great 

l) I was unable to detect any diffcrence between the appearance presented by tho 
upper and lower sides of the pulvinus of Mimosa. 
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number of cases seldom oeenrs at the closing membrane itself, but nearly 

always, on one or on both sides of this point. 

In Robinia in the same way the processes from the main protoplasmic 

mass are verv attenuated, although thev do not appear as tense as those of 

Mimosa, neither is the appearance of direct continuity so often visible. At 

the same time however the apices of the processes do not contract avvav 

from the pit-closing-membraue, but abut on to, and are placed in connection 

with each other, by means of, the striated, stained, and flattened sphere-like 

structure, of vvhich I have so often spoken. 

In Amicia on the other hand, the processes usually contract away very 

appreciably from the closing membrane, so that between this stained struc¬ 

ture, and the more deeply coloured processes, a very considerable space 

may intervene, while in Phaseolus by the inost careful preparalion it is 

almost impossible to obtain sections which demonstrate that the processes 

entering the pits, bear any intimate relation to the pit-closing-membrane. 

1 may remark that these phenomena bear no direct relation to the degree 

of development of the pits, for the pitting which occurs in Amicict, for in- 

stance is much more pronounced than that of either of the other three.') 

In the prosenchyma cells surrounding the vascular bündle, the processes 

entering the pits appear always to contract away from the pit-membrane, 

but between the two processes the same stained area occurs as in the 

parenchyma cells. 

In the organ of movement of Desmodium gyrans, I have but little doubt 

that the same structure prevails as in Mimosa, but on account of the extre- 

melv small size of the cells, and of the tissue in general I have been unable 

to make any definite observations. 

A detailed examination of the leaf of Dionaea muscipula showed that 

in the parenchyrnatous cells there was an actual continuity, and the pit 

processes entering the pits clung to the closing membranes as in Mimosa. 

In the epidermal cells I could not observe that such was the case. 

The walls of the cells of the secreting glands vvhich abut on to the 

general tissue of the leaf are freely pitted, and it seeined to me that in some 

instances 1 could detect the existence of a continuity between them and the 

cells of the leaf parenchyma, but here again I can as yet make no positive 

Statement. In the parenchyrnatous tissue of the stamens of Berberis, I could 

detect a definite colouring of the pit-closing-membrane. In the stamens of 

Centaurea and Cynara the cells are full of protoplasm, and exhibit little if 

any vacuolation. After trealment with Sulphuric acid, great contraction of 

the protoplasm occurs, and in any two adjacent cells, the protoplasm in 

contracting from the transverse walls, and also from certain areas on the 

1) It is of great interest to note that the degree of tenacity with which the proto¬ 

plasmic processes cling to the pits is in direct relation lo their degree of sensitiveness. 
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longitudinal walls, does so with difliculty, and presents al tliose places the 
appearance of a somewhat drawn out mass, liaving a broadened apex which 
narrows as it joins the main protoplasmic body, reminding one very strongly 
of the appearance presented by the contents of such sieve-tubes as those of 
Vitts and Cucurbita after the action of Alcoliol or strong Sulphuric acid. But 

I couhl not detect any connecting filaments, nor could I satisfactorily deter- 

mine thal the intervening wall was stained. The broad processes when 

viewed en face” presented a spotted appearance suggesting the presence 

of short projeeting filaments, but I can at present make no satisfactory State¬ 

ment coneerning tliem. My investigations as to tendrils are also still in- 
complete. 

The tissue of the base of the petioles of various leaves, is remarkable 
both for the great development of the pits in the cells, and for the thickness 
of the closing membraues.') In many instances the protoplasmic processes 
cling very markedly to the closing membranes even when treated with 
Chlor. Zine. Jod., which does not kill the protoplasm as quickly as Sulphuric 
acid, and there may be detected in the pit-closing-membrane either a stained 
area showing no striation; a striated area, or in some instances definite 
threads which unite the apices of neighbouring processes and thus establish 

a communication between adjacenl cells. Thus in Aucuba Japonica and 

Prunus lauro-cerasus distinct threads Crossing the pit-membrane may be 

demonstrated. In Acer pseudo-platanus there is a doubtful striation while 
in Ilex aquifolium and Aesculus hippocastanurn there is only a stained area 
in which no structure can be made out. All these results with lcaf petioles 
were obtained with Chlor. Zinc. Jod. and Picric-HoFFMAX.y’s blue. 

Although the results which were obtained from a study of the tissues 

1 have mentioned above, appeared to prove with the greatest certainty, the 
existence of a continuity of the protoplasm between adjacent cells yet one 
could but recognize, that if there could be brought forward instances in 
which the sieve-structure could be clearly seen and the individual threads 
easily demonstrated, the foregoing results would not only be more thoroughly 

established, but would be set upon the firmest possible basis, and proved 
beyond all possibility of doubt. There were at the time no other geuerally 
received instances of such continuity of the protoplasm except in the case 

of sieve-tubes — which after all could hardly be regarded as normal living 
cells — and in the dead endosperm cells of Strychnos where the structure 
was somewhat different. Tangl had indeed stated, and as I shall show later 
on, rightly stated, (hat in Phoenix and Areca a sieve-structure was present, 
but his results in this direclion were not wholly confirmed by Sthasmjrgf,r1 2), 

1) Tbis was notioed by von Mohl. See. Über die Verbindung der Pflanzen-Zellen 

untereinander. Tübingen 1835. 

2; Stiusburger. ‘Bau und Wachsthum’. Pages 23 and 23. 
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who like myself was unable to see the threads, with anylhing like the same 

distinctness, that Tangl had represented in his ligures, when seclions of the 

endosperms were treated with Jodine and Chlor. Ziny. Jod. 

In consecjuence of these considerations I determined to turn my atten¬ 

tion to the study of thick-walled cells, and I naturally commenced with those 

of thickened endosperms, which on accounts of their large size and the 

thiekness of their closing membranes, seemed to offer the mosl favourable 

conditions for an investigation of this kind and rendered it extreme]y pro¬ 

bable that such threads as might exist would be easily seen. Of the structure 

of these cells 1 made a fairh detailed examination, although the conclusions 

which were arrived at, will admit of being shortly summed up. By means 

of the methods which I mentioned at the beginning of this paper I examined 

in detail the seeds of some fifty species of Palms, besides those of represen- 

tatives of the following Orders Leguminoseae, Rubiaceae, Myrsineae, Loga- 
niaceae, Hydrophyllaceae, Iridaceae, Amaryllidaceae, Dioscoriaceae, Melan- 

thaceae, Liliaceae, Smilaceae, and Phytelephasieae in all of which I found 

that the cells were placed in communication with one another by means of 

delicate threads traversing the walls of the cells. ’) 

Pa hnea e. 

I. Arecineae 

Areca triandra. Roxb. 

Areca Catechu. L. 

Rhopalostylis Sapida. W. & D. 

Stevensonia grandifolia. 

Duncan 

Howea Belmoriana. Ben. 

Kentia costala. Ben. 

Caryota urens. L. 

Manicaria saccifera. Gaert. 

Didymosperma distichum. 

H. f. 

Pinanga latisecta. Bl. 

Heterospathe elata. Scheff. 

Cyrtostachys Renda. Bl. 

II. Lepidocaryeae 

Calamus calicarpus. Griff. 

Calamus fissus. Bl. 

Mauritia llexuosa. Linn. f. 

Archontophoenix Cunninghamii. 

W. & D. 

Euterpe oleracea. Mart. 

Euterpe edulis. Mart. 

Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii. Wendl 

Synechanthus fibrosus. Wendl 

Calyptrogvne Schwartzii. H. f. 

Calyplrocalyx spicatus. BI. 

Chamaedorea tinella. Wendl 

Prestoea pubigera. H. f. 

Ceroxylon andicola. H. & B. 

Oncosperma horridum. Seem. 

Plectocomia Himalvana. Griff. 

Raphia-Hookeri. M. & W. 

Pigafetta elata. Beee. 

t) I append below a complete list of the endosperms examined. To Sir Joseph 

Ilooker I am indebted for kindly looking over for me and arranging the list of Palms. 
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III. Dorasseae 

Latania Loddigesii. Gaert. Geonoma vaga. Grisel & Wendl 

Lodoicea Sechellarum. Bentinckia Conda-panna. Berry. 

La Bill. 

IV. Corypheae 

Thrinax sp. 

Coiypha elala. Itoxb. 

Licuala-Rumphii. Bl. 

Livistona Hoogendorpii. T.& B. 

Washingtonia filifera. Wendl 

Sabal umbraculifera. Mart. 

Rhapidophyllum Hyslrix. W. & D. 

V. Phoeniceae 

Phoenix dactvlifera. L. 

VI. Cocoineae 

Cocos nucifera. L. 

Cocos flexuosa. Mart. 

Bactris sp. 

Maximiliana eariboea. Gr. & W. 
Desmoncus sp. 

Marlinezia caryotifolia. H. & K. 

Astrocary um rostralum. H.f. Guilelma speciosa. Mart. 

Syagrus botryophora. Mart. Diplothemium sp. 

Martinezia Aiphanes. Kl. 

Leguminoseae. 
Bauhinia variegata. 

liubiaceae 
Galium aparine and Asperula odorata. 

Myrsineae 
Ardisia crenulata and Ardisia polytoca. 

Loganiaceae 
Strychnos nux-vomica and Strychnos Ignatia. 

Hydrophyllaceae 
Nemophila parviflora. 

Iridaceae 
Iris pseudacorus and Xiphium. 

Amaryllidaceae 
Bomarea oligantha. 

Dioscoriaceae 
Tamus communis and Dioscorea daemonorum. 

Melänlhaceae 

Colchicum speciosum. 

Liliaceae 
Ornithogalum utnbellatum and Asparagus officinialis. 
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Smilaceae 
Ruscus aculeatus. 

Phytelephasieae 

Phytelephas macrocarpa. 

The endosperm cells of seeds which are distinguished by their horny 

or cartilaginous character, are usually remarkable for the great thickness of 

their walls and offen for their large size. 

In by far the greater number of instances such cells are freely pitted 

although somo rare exceptions to this typical structure are met with, as in 

the cells of Turnus communis, and Strychnos nux-vomica, the walls of which 

are uniformly thickened, and displav no pitting whatsoever. Endosperm 

cells displav every possible modilication both of their size, of the thickness 

or thinness of the pit-closing-membranes and degree of development of 

their middle lamella. Thus while they are large in such endosperms, as 

Lodoicea, Caryotu and Manicaria, they are equally small in Geonoma, Cha- 
maedorea, and Nemophila. The pit-membranes though extremely thiek as 

in Hoioea, Latania and Helerospathe, are usually thinner as in Manicaria,- 
Synechanthus or Syagrus, while in ßomarea, Ruscus and Aucuba, their 

degree of development differs but little from that which occurs in ordinarv 

vegetable tissue. The middle-lamella is often very inconspicuous as in 

Turnus, Strychnos, llowea, Bentinckia or Latania, but in other cases, e.g. 

Stevensonia, Calamus and Ptychosperma it is unusually pronounced. 

With regard to their cell-contents one notices that as the seed ripens, 

great changes take place which linally end in the death of the cell. The 

nucleus usually becomes diffuse in outhrie and at length refuses to stain 

with Haematoxylin, and the protoplasm begins to shovv great alteration, 

and to diminish in quantity.') 

Alemone-grains may be present as in Tamus and Corypha, and cry- 

stalloids as in Martinezia and Diplothemium , but more usually the prolo- 

plasm becomes scanty, and in its stead large granules make their appearance 

and very generally drops of oil, as in Cocos, Strychnos, Kentia, and Brahea.1 2) 
Finally the embryo represents the only living part of the seed, and 

upon germination, it simply preys upon, and gradually absorbs the dead 

endosperm cells, and whatever nutritive matter they may contain. 

When sections of such endosperms, after having beeil swollen with 

Chlor. Zinc. Jod., and stained with Jodine — in those cases where owing to 

the small percentage of water present, the usual cellulose blue is not pro- 

duced — or with Picrie Hoffmank’s blue, are carefully examined, it can be 

1) In some seeds liowever it may be doubted as to whether the cells are dead e. g. 

Tamus. The fact was only noted in a few typical instances. 

2) In the case of oily seeds the oil must be extracted with etber before treatment 

with Sulpliuric acid or Chlor-Zirik-Jod., otherwise it will stnear oVer the sections. 
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demonstrated, that a continuily of the protoplasra belween adjacent cells is 

established, in pilted cells by means of protoplasmic filaments travcrsing 

tbe pit-elosing-mcmbrane and in unpitted cells bv means of filaments tra¬ 

versing the thickuess ol the walls. In certain instances thc filaments may 

traverse botli the walls, and the pit-closing-membranes. 

These delicate threads or filaments, like the cells themsclves, may 

present all possible modifications, as lo size, as lo destribution and as to 

strueture. Seen with the grealest ease in such cndosperms as Thrinax, 

Bentinckia, Stevensonia, Latania, Ilowea, Ilelerospathe and Lodoicea, they 

arc less clearly demonstrated in Sabal, Manicaria, Mauritiu, Phoenix, Euterpe 

(Areca) and in most of the Cocoineae, while in Bomarea and Iris little more 

than a striation can be made out, and in very many of the thin-walled 

endosperms merely a staining of the pil-membrane. The threads may be 

thick as in Ilelerospathe, Lodoicea and Bentinckia, or thin as in Manicaria 

Dypsis, Oncosperma and Kenha, and similarly they may be many or few in 
number. 

The filaments obviouslv traverse the pit-closing-membrane, or the 

general cell-wall bv means of delicate perforations in these struetures, and 

thus in the ease of pitted cells the closing membranes are exactly comparable 

to a sieve-plate, while in unpitted cells the w hole area of (he cell-wall must 

be regarded as a giganlic sieve-structure. Allhough in active living cells 

these fine channels contain living protoplasm, yet as the cells die the same 

changes take place in the contents of these channels as in thc contents of 

the cells themselves. Thus in some instances, e.g. ripe seeds of Phytelephas, 

on account ol the general scantiness of the protoplasra, the channels are 

almost empty, and contain only a few granules which stain bul slightly with 

Jodine, and dissolve readily in Sulphuric acid. In Ilelerospathe in the same 

way the protoplasm has become so altered that although it will stain quite 

well w ith Jodine, it colours w ith difficulty—if at all w ith Picric IIoffmann’s 

blue, while in other instances where the modification is not so great e.g. 

Bentinckia, Kentia, Lodoicea the same well-defined blue staining of the 

threads occurs, which takes place equallv in all normal protoplasm. 

Having thus dealt in a somevvhat general manner, with some of the 

charaeteristics common lo endosperm cells, and the threads which traverse 

their walls, I w ill proceed to describe a few special examples in order to 

give some idea of the strueture that a treatment with Chlor. Zine. Jod., and 

Jodine or Picric IIoffmasn’s blue, brings into view. Latania Loddigesii may 

be taken as a typieal example of an endosperm in which communication 

between adjacent cells apparently takes place through the pits only. The 

protoplasmic threads which can be demonstrated eilher with Jodine, or 

with Picric Hoffman.n's blue are plainly seen to traverse the pit-closing- 

membrane. 

The w hole figure of the thread-complex as seen in longitudinal section 
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is that of a flattened sphere, thc individual threads traversing the pit-inem- 

brane in a direction parallel to ihe long axis of the pit. The niost external 

threads on either side of the thread complex in passiug across the pit-inem- 

brane. hend out in a graceful eurve, reminding one of the meridian liues 

represented on a globe, exeept of course that they do not converge so as lo 

meet at a point as the meridian liues do at the north and south poles, hui 

ond bluntly at the intercepting free surfaces of the pit-closing-men'.brane. 

As one gradually approaehes an irnagjnary line joining the eenlres of the 

tvvo free surfaces of the pit-membrane, the eurve of the threads hecomes 

less and less, until immediately around tliis line, their direction hecomes 

praclieally straight. In an en face view of the pit one sees the ends of the 

threads as small stained poinls, dotted over the elosing membrane, and 

furthermore the well-dellned circle of the pit itself appears to he surrounded 

hy a less well defined and concentric circular area, \Vhich is the exprcssion 

of the bending outwards of the threads; the outline of this area marks the 

limits of the eurve of the rnost external of the threads; and in it, the separate 

threads of the thread-complex ean he ohserved curving upwards towards 

the free surface of the pit-closing-membrane. 

In unpitted cells in the samo way e. g. Tamm, Dioscorca and Strychnos 
the threads do not run in a perfeetly straight direction across thc thickness 

of the cell-wall, bul in each face of the wall , along whieh it is in contact 

Willi neighbouring cells, they become more curved the further they are 

from the central point of the face, in the very same way, as in the achro- 

matin fihres ohserved hy Stiusbuhger, in the nuclear di Vision attending free 

cell formation. Finally in certain instances, e.g. Bentinckia, Ilowea, Lodoi- 

cea, Kentia and Aspcnila hoth these means of communication are exempli- 

fied, for the pit-membranes and the general cell-walls too are traversed bv 

protoplasmie threads. In Hyophorbe, Idvistona and Wallichia the threads 

do not appear to eurve, but traverse the closing membrane, in almost 

straight lines. 

In Euterpe (Areca) oleracea and Phoenix ductylifera, I was unable to 

find that the threads were well defined after treatment with Chlor. Zine. 

Jod., and Jodine, bul after staining with Picric Hoffmann’s blue, or after 

treatment with Sulphuric acid and Methyl violet they caine quite as clearly 

into View, as Taxgl represented in bis figures of them. 

In Ornithogalum also I was able to confirm Strasburger’s results, and 1 

have no douht that the same slructure would he equally well demonstrated 

in the cells of Taxodium distichum, and Viscum album. •) 

In Bomaria oligantha the closing membranes of the endosperm cells are 

somewhat thin, and the separate threads are hard to observe in longitudinal 

seetion but in an en face view of the pit the sieve-structure is clearly 

4) See. ‘Bau unil Waehsthum'. Tat. I. Fig. 4 7 am! Tat. II. Fig. 29. 
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visible. In Auciiba Japonica, and inany other thin walled endosperms there 

ean only be demonstrated a definite staining of the pit-membrane. 

In Strychnos neither Tangl nor myself have been able to delect the 

presence of threads traversing the eell-wall in the layers of cells immediately 

beneath the free surface of the seed, but in Turnus, they ean be seen in all 

the cells equally. Again in Kentia, Howea, and Lodoicea the threads tra- 

versing the general cell-walls could not be made out in the cells situated 

lowards the centre of the endosperip tissue, but only in the more exterior 

layers, while in Bentinckia they ean be demonstrated in a section of auy 

part of the seed. In many instances it is a matter of some difficulty to 

observe that the threads actually cross the middle lamella, but in those cells 

in which that structure is but little developed, such as Heterosputhe, Latania, 

Lodoicea, Bentinckia, Tamus &c the undoubted Perforation of the middle 

lamella is plainly and conclusively evident. In ripe endosperm cells, the 

protoplasm has become so altered, or is so small in quantity, that it fre- 

quently shrinks from the cell-wall and it does not appear as if the threads 

traversing the closing membrane, were really eonlinuous \vilh the proto- 

plasmic processes entering the pits, or in unpitted cells with the general 

protoplasmic body; but if living ceils be taken, and afler having been 

svvollen with Sulphuric acid (which at once kills and fixes the protoplasm) 

are stained with Picric Hoffmann’s blue, it will be apparent that the threads 

do unite with the general cell-protoplasm: that they are eonlinuous with 

the pit processes, and that moreover these processes are iu consequence 

actually held on to the pit membrane for example, in Archontophoenix or 

Bhopalostylis.') 

The threads as demonstrated by Jodine are more distinctly brought 

into view than with Picric IIoffmann’s blue aud they also appear decidedly 

larger in size. The latter phenomena seems to be produced in consequence 

ol the fact that the Chlor. Zinc. Jod. besides marking out and iutensifying the 

staining action of the .Jodine upon the actual threads themsclves, gradualb 

precipitates in virtue of its dein drating properties the Jodine filling the 

capillary tubes. Thus Jodine appears to demonstrate the actual size of the 

channels, in addition to staining the threads which in ripe dead seeds have 

uudergone a definite amount of shrinking, whereas Picric Hoffmann’s blue 

in any case demonstrates the actual size of the threads alone. Moreover it 

appears as if there was even a further aggregation of precipitated Jodine 

around that already known down, for the channels appear abnormally large, 

and consequently the threads abnormally thick and the fact that in sections 

which have been first treated with Chlor. Zinc. Jod., and subsequentlv 

staiuod with Jodine, the threads have appreciably diminished in thickness, 

and appear less strongly defined certainly afiords some evidence that such 

I Tbis completeiy conlirms my results with Mimosa, Kobinia, &c. 
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a precipitation of Jodine actually occurs. Under this treatment tlireads pre¬ 

sent much the same appearanee as.with Picric Hoffmann’s blue. Frequently 

the threads are not of an uniform size, but are thicker near the middle lamella, 

than near the free surface, but I am disposed to think that this is due to the 

greater swelling of that portion of the wall which adjoins the general cell- 

cavity. The pores or channels traversing the pit-membrane are extremely 

fine, and my attempts to inject a coloured liquid into small pieces of the 

endosperm which, bv means of an india rubber cork, were connected wilh a 

niercury manoineter, and exposed to a very considerable pressure, met with 

no success. Altliough I employed an alcoholie solution of Aniline Blue in 

Order to avoid swelling up the wall and thus closing the channels I could 

with the endosperms of Latania and Calamus, obtain no injection whatever 

of any of the delicate pores. 

As far as I was able to observe, there appeared to be no conneetion 

between the tissue of the embryo, and that of the general endosperm. ln 

germinating seeds e. g. those of Kentia, and Phytelephas, the gradual break- 

ing down of the tissue under the action of the ferment, which is probably 

derived from the cells of the encroaching foot or feeder can be followed 

with ease. While the uninjured cells give with Jodine and Chlor. Zinc. Jod. 

the usual yellow colour of the dry seeds, the cells whose walls are under- 

going degeneration, assume the ordinary cellulose blue, most probably in 

consequence of increased hydration. Moreover the changes are propagated 

from cell to cell through the medium of the delicate channels which become 

widened out and finally break down altogether. This occurs with regard to 

the channels traversing the general walls, and to those of the pit-closing- 

membrane also. 

In spite of almost conclusive appearances pointing to the fact that the 

threads eonsist of protoplasm, I feit that some olher definite proof was 

Wanted to show that such was really the case. The staining with Jodine 

cannot be taken as a proof, since besides its multifarious staining properties, 

it demonstrated that all the threads, no matter how altered from their ori¬ 

ginal protoplasmic characler, were equally coloured. The staining elfects 

of Picric IIoffmann’s blue rnay 1 think be taken as quite conclusive for as 

1 pointed out, this reagent fails to colour even protoplasm wlieu much altered. 

In consequence of these considerations I had recourse to the solution of 

Molybdic acid in Sulphuric acid: the staining of which I think further de- 

Dionstrates bevond doubt that in living cells these threads consist of prolo- 

plasm. 

Observalions on Plasmolysis. 

In order to see whether a study of living cells would aftord any evi- 

dence, confirmatory or otherwise, of that close relalion existing between 

Ihe protoplasm and cell-wall, which mv results had demonstrated, I com- 
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raenced to investigate in as complete a manner as possible the phenomena 

attending Plasmolysis. It bad been long known that wlien living cells are 

exposed to the action of some strong dehydratiDg agent such as dilute acids, 

dilute Chlor. Zinc. Jod., strong sugar or salt Solutions, the protoplasm often 

appeared to separate with difticulty from the cell-wall, or was held on to 

the wall at certain points by fairly thick protoplasmic processes. Thus von 

Mohl ') had remarked that upon treatmeut with acids his primordial utricle 

adheredto the cell-wall,1 2) Pringsheim in Fern prothalli, in Riccia, Vallisneria 

and Cladophora also remarked that the protoplasm after treatmeut with 

dilute Chlor. Zinc. Jod. or strong sugar solution, separated with difticulty 

from the cell-wall and was often drawn out into Strands which still clunu 

to that structure. Nägeli, 3) and also Hofmeister4) in the case of Spirogyra, 

and various (ilamentous algae established the same fact. But after such 

treatmeut the protoplasm is gravely afifected, often appearing partially coa- 

gulated as il were, and subsequently dies. It w as Hugo de Viues5 6) however 

who most fully investigated the action of dehydrating agents on the living 

cell, and by his important results materially increased our knowledge of 

general cell meehanics. He employed only dilute Solutions of such a strength 

that while they brought aboul the condition of Plasmolysis, they exercised 

but little hurtful influence on the protoplasm itself. This observer found 

that w’hen living cells are treated with progressive!} stronger Solutions of 

some neutral salt e. g. 4, 6, and 10 per cent of nitre, the protoplasm shrinks 

from the cell-wall unlil at length it appears as a much contracted spherical 

mass lying freely in the cell cavity. But in repeating de Yuies’ experiments 

I found/’) in everv instance I examined, that the contracted primordial utricle 

does not lie free but is always connected to the cell-w all by innumerable 

fine protoplasmic strings. This discovery was also subsequently and in- 

dependently confirmed by Bower 7) w ho w as experimenting on plasmolysis 

for a very different object, namely that of fiuding whelher the inducing of a 

plasmolytic contraction of the protoplasmic body would be a good method 

for preparing the apical region of the prothallus, so as to show the form and 

arrangement of the individual cells. 

I employed as dehydrating agents Solutions of common salt of the 

followdng strengths viz. 2.5 p. c., 5 p. c. and 10 p. c. amH was able to de- 

monstrate not only that by the action of strong Solutions the protoplasm 

suflers apparent partial coagulation, separates with difticulty from the cell- 

1) von Mohl. Vegotable cell. English translation. p. 37. 

2) Pringsheim. Bau und Bildung der Pflanzenzelle. 1834. 

3t Nagelt. Pflanzenphysiologische Untersuchungen, 1883. Heft I. 

4) Hofmeister. Die Pflanzenzelle, 1867. 

5) II. de V ries. Unters, ü. die mechanischen Ursachen der Zollstreckung. Leipzig 1877. 

6) Gardine«. Royal Society Proceedings. Nov. 11. 1882. 

7) Bower. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sei. Jan. 1883. 
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Wall, and is then frequently connected to the cell-wall by somevvhat thick 

Strands in addition to the tiner ones vvhich may also be present, but also 

that when the plasmolytic condition is more gradually induced by the use 

ol dilute Solutions the contracted protoplasmic body remains connected to 

the cell-wall by excessively fine Strands which may at first be invisible, but 

subsequently como into view. The former plasmolysis is that which was 

deseribed and observed by von Mohi., Nägeli, Piungsheim and Hofmeister. 

ln such instances the protoplasm sulfers very grave injury, as evidenced 

from the fact that if by washing with water, one attempts to bring back the 

protoplasm into its normal relation with the cell-wall, great displaccment 

of the general protoplasm and of the chlorophvll-grains occurs and the prolo- 

plasm further becomes swollen and disorganised. In the ease of the plas- 

molysis induced by dilute Solutions but little recognizable change is pro- 

duced and on washing out with water the cell assumes its ordinary normal 

oppearance. 

Naturally the phenomena produced in consequence of the action of 

stroug Sulphuric acid are due to plasmolysis in its coarsest form, but the 

same kind of plasmolysis may be partially induced even by Iess powerful 

reagents. Thus on treating a section of most tissues, e. g. a transverse sec- 

tion of the pulvinus of Phnseolus multiflorus with a 10 p. c. solution of common 

salt, the protoplasm will be observed to contract a«ay from the cell-wall 

Until finally it appears as a spherical mass which is connected to the cell- 

Wall by several fairly thick strings of protoplasm. 

ln other cases instead of contracting as one main mass, it may stick to 

the cell-wall at certain points, and in the subsequent contraction which 

ensues, it may become divided into two or even three masses of varying 

size. All these masses rapidly assume a spherical outline and it is usually 

easy to see, that they are connected to the cell-wall and to each other by 

obvious protoplasmic strings. The threads may either be perfectly uniform 

er mav exhibit höre and there a nodular thickening of a spherical form. 

Subsequently many more fine threads will come into view. If the salt be 

Washed out with water the protoplasm may again be brought to lill out the 

cell, but at the same time pronounced disorganisation of the protoplasm is 

observed to have taken place and obvious abnormal swelling also occurs. 

An examination of the cells of Spirogyra when thus treated will at once 

convince one that this is actually the case, since here the distortion and 

displaccment of the chlorophylle bands is very obvious, and marked. 

If however the plasmolysis be brought about with a 5p.c. salt solution 

Hie contraction of the protoplasm is much more gradual. It contracts with 

great regularity into a single rounded mass and usually appears at first to 

be perfectly free from the cell-wall. Hut after a time there gradually appears 

as Bo wer well observes "a faint striation in the space betwecn the proto- 

Plasmic body and the cell-wall running in a radiating manner between 
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them” which finally gives way to an appearance of numerous and exlremely 

delicate threads which in the course of some 15 or 20 minutes afler the 

addition of the salt solution come plainly into view. They are highly re- 

fractive, frequently nodulose and usually simple threads, although in some 

instances they mav be bifurcated near their apex. At first very tense, they 

gradually beeome more and more slaek, and are finally so loose, that they 

execute lateral vibralory movements, probably caused by water currents 

due to differences of temperature. While in the tense condition they may 

rupture, and then each free end contracts, the one to the main mass and the 

other to form a minute sphere lying on the side of the ceil-wall. After 

death their refractive index appears to alter, and they beeome ropy instead 

of brilliant and sharply defined. Il is the existence of these liner threads 

which were discovered by Bower and myself. 

The attempts made to fix these plasmolytic figures did not meet with 

much success, although if a section -which has been trealed with a 10 p. c. 

salt solution, be rapidly washed in water, treated for some time with satu- 

rated watory Picric acid, and gradually transferred into weak and gradually 

stronger alcohol, it may be finally stained with aniline blue with the thicker 

threads fairly fixed. 

Naturally my great object was to endeavour to find whether in pitted 

tissue these threads bore any relalion to the pits, bul after many observations 

1 came to the conclusion that this was not the case. Very frequently when 

the plasmolytic condition is induced by the action of strong salt solution 

(10 p. c.) it can be seen that many of the thicker threads go to the pits, and 

also that in two adjoining cells many threads on different sides of the common 

pit-membranes are exactly opposite one another. Again in stained seetions 

the same fact can be demonstrated. However I find like Boweh that in as 

many if not in more instances the strings bear no relation whatever to the 

pits, and since the above phenomena attending plasmolysis take place as 

far as I am aware in all cells alike, it follows that in such cells as those of 

the epidermis or of filamentous Algae as many strings run to the free watls 

as to those which separate adjacent cells. 

In the coarser plasmolysis as caused by very strong reagenls such as 

Sulphuric acid, Chlor. Zinc. Jod., or Alcohol, I believe that the sticking of 

the threads to the pit-membranes, as observed by Hofmeister ') in Spirogyra, 

by df. Bary2) in the sieve-tubes of Yitis, by Bower3) in the spicular cells of 

Welwitchia and myself in the numerous instances I liave cited in this paper, 

does afford some evidence in favour of the existence of a continuity of the 

protoplasm between of adjacent cells. 

t) Hofmeister. 1. c. 

i bf. Bary. Vergl. Anat. p. 186. 

3) Bower. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sei. Jan. 1883. 
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U now remains for me to put forward some explanation of the pheno- 

mena of Plasmolysis. There are two questions to be answered. The first is, 

wTiy is it that the main protoplasmic mass when contracted from the cell- 

wall remains connected with it on all sides by delicate protoplasmic Strands? 

The second is, what is the explanation of the fact that these Strands are at 

first invisible, and then gradually come into view ? It will be observed that 

I am dealing here only with the Plasmolysis caused by dilute Solutions of a 

neutral salt. 

To explain the first question Bower suggests two views — "1) that the 

main mass of protoplasm on retreating may leave the cell-wall still com- 

pletely lined with a thin layer of protoplasm; 2) that the peripheral part of 

the protoplasm being cntangled as a network among the deposited microso- 

raata, may on contraction of the main mass be drawn out at the points of 

entanglement into fine Strands like those observed, while the surface of the 

W all is for the most pari left free and not covered by a film of protoplasm.” 

Unfortunately ncither of these views admit of being practically tested. 

Although a careful examination of most delicate sections of material which 

has been plasmolysed, fixed with Picric acid, and stained with Hoffmann’s 

blue does not demonstrate the existence of such a thin layer, but only shows 

the little spherieal masses which are either connected with a Strand going 

to the main mass, or are formed in eonsequence of the rupture of Strands, 

and demonstrates moreover that these masses are sharply defined from the 

cell-wall, yet it is perfectly possible that such a delicate layer might be 

present and yet be invisible. Again if the cell-wrall be actually formed by 

the Opposition and coalescence of microsomata as described by Strasburger, 

it is not impossible as Bower points out that some portion of the peripheral 

protoplasm may be entangled as a network among the deposited microso¬ 

mata. But whelher this be so or not I am of opinion that a still simpler 

explanation may be giveu. To borrow a simile from physics, the cell-wall 

is so perfectly wetted, so to speak by the protoplasm, and at the samc time 

this latter body is so extremely piastic, that it appears not improbable that 

when Plasmolysis is induced, the protoplasm while separating at certain 

points, from the cell-wall, adheres strongly to it at olhers, and is thus 

drawn out into a number of delicate Strands, in the same way as a piece of 

stringy mucus adhering to the side of a glass tumbler may be draw n out 

into Strands of great tcnuity. That particular combination of forces which 

exists at the time, determines which part shall adhere and which shall 

come away. 

As to the second question Bower again puts forward two explanations. 

The increase in thickness of the Strands may be produeed "1) by the draw- 

ing out of a fresh supply of subslance from the main protoplasmic body or 

2) by the lateral coalescence of originallv separate Strands." I am disposed 

to think that in certain instances the latter phenomenon may occur, but it 
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seems lo me difficult to imagine hy Avliat means a drawiug-out of fresli 

substanee from the main protoplasmic mass is occasioned. My view is as 

follows. When the cell is acted upon by the salt solution, the contraction of 

the primordial utricle which takes place, is caused by the fact that there 

is a rapid diffusion of the less concentrated cell-sap of the vacuole into 

the more concentrated salt solution. Now the water passes from the vacuole 

into the salt solution much more quickly than does the salt solution into 

the vacuole. Finally the protoplasm becomes for the time abnormally 

shrunken in consecjuence of the rapid pragress of the dehydration and while 

in this state the Strands connecting it lo the cell-wall, will be at their 

maximum degree of tenseness, and will be draw n out to such a degree of 

lenuity as to be invisible. But after a time when the diffusion is beginning 

lo cease, and llie entire solution lends to assume a uniform specific gravity, 

a certain quantity of the salt solution will pass back into the shrunken proto¬ 

plasm to supply the place of the water which it had so violently abstracted: 

the vvhole body will swell, the Strands will become less tense and at the 

same time will stricken, and in so doing will gradually come into view. 

Finally owing to the further expansion on the part of the protoplasmic body 

they will become so slack as to admit even of lateral vibratory movement. 

ft might be supposed that these Strands of altachment, as wo may torm 

them, which are thus brought into view in plasmolysed cells are held in 

Position, in consequeuce of their being connected, in the mode described 

above, with similar Stands in neighbouring cells. This is doubtless true in 

some eases, but by no means in all: for the Strands of altachment in the 

case of any one pit are more numerous than the filaments actually perfora- 

ling the closing membrane, and in the case of an unpittcd cell-wall like that 

of Tamus they far exceed in number the filaments which actually traverse 

the wall. 

It is obvious that in Plasmolysis the perforating filaments in the cell- 

wall, or pit, will tend to be pulled out of their channels and there is no 

reason why the Strand coming from such a lilament should appear different 

from those coming from the general and apparently imperforate cell-wall. 

At any rate a careful examination of the plasmolysed cells of many endo- 

sperms, and other like tissues, gave no clue as to there being any discern- 

able difference between the threads. 

In the coarser Plasmolysis induced by the action of powerful reagents 

the protoplasm is soon coagulated, and killed, and hence the assumption by 

the contracting protoplasm, of the roundcd form, and the formation of Strands 

of altachment between protoplasm and cell-wall is prevented. The proto¬ 

plasm now remains in a passive condition and is mechanically held to the 

wall at those points where the most inlimate relation between the two 

exists.- Such shrinking as occurs is the expression of the rapid dehydration 

of the vacuole, but only those portions of the protoplasm contract which are 
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the least intimately connected to the cell-wall, and the shrinking does not 

exlend to the whole protoplasmic body. 

III. Criticisms and Gonclusions. 

As may be readily imagined liiere are olher observers besides myself 

who have investigated the subject of the continuity of the protoplasm be- 

tween the walls of adjacent cells. On Tangl’s results and Russonv’s rnost 

excellent paper I have no observation to make, sinee it is hardly necessary 

for me to say that I regard them as in every wav satisfaetory and conclusive. 

It only remains for me to criticize the papers of three olher investigators viz. 

Frommann1), Eisberg2 3) and IIu.i.hoise:!). As I have already dealt at some" 

length with the investigalions of Frommann and Elsberg in my paper "on 

some recent researches on the continuity of the protoplasm through the 

walls of vegetable cells“4), I need here only allude to the principal poiuts 

which these observers attempt to establish, and at the same time give my 

ow n results and opinions upon them. Briefly stated the principal facts in- 

volved in Frommann’s Statements are: That open passages of very appreciable 

size are of very frequent occurrence in the common cell-wall: That Chlo- 

rophylle corpuscles and protoplasmic reticula occur imbedded in its sub- 

stance: That the intercellular spaces may contain protoplasmic granules and 

networks: That these networks of protoplasm may be traced into the cell- 

wall, and are particularly clearly defined in the case of the epidermal cells, 

running from the cell lumen out into the cuticle. Although l was aware that 

every one of these Statements would be received with some surprise by 

almosl any botanist w ho is at all acquainted with the histology of tissues, 

I investigated in as careful a rnanner as possible those particular tissues in 

which Professor Frommann had obtained his most favourable results namely 

in the leaves of Rhododendron ponticum and Dracaena draco. Having shown 

that, as far as I was able to observe on treatment with Jodine and Chlor. 

Zinc. Jod., a pit-closing-membrane was present, I pointed out the extreme 

improbability both on morphological and physiological grounds that chlo- 

rophyll-grains should be imbedded in the substance of the cell-wall, and 

meutioned that it was hardly necessary to state that after the most careful 

examination no such case was observed. Numerous preparations treated and 

stained in various w ays, showed no signs of tbeir being either granules or 

nets or finally any protoplasmic structure whatsoever in the inlercelluiar 

spaces. I theu dealt with the possibi lity of follow ing the protoplasmic struc¬ 

ture into the substance of the cell-wall. Since Professor Frommann’s obser- 

1) Frommann. ticob. über Structur und Bew. d. Protoplasma der Pflanzenzellen 

Jena 1880. 

2) Elsberg. Quart. Journ. Micr. Sei. Jan. 1883. 

3) Hillbouse. Bot, Central XIV. 1883. In Nr. 89—94. 124. 4. 

4) Gardiner. Quart. Jour. Micr. Sei. March 1883. 

Arbeiten a. d. bot. Institut in Würzburg. Bd. III. 6 
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vations in Ihis direction were as far as one could see from Ihe text, made 

upon sections of material which were simply mounted in expressed cell-sap, 

sugar solution, or dilute glycerine, one obviously comes to the conclusion 

thal his results were obtained with little previous preparation of the tissue. 

Alluding to the results of Tangl and myself who had both of us failed to 

detect the presence of protoplasmic threads in cell-walls without at least 

previous swelling, I slated that I was quite unable to see any network or 

retieulation of any kind in the epidermal cells of Rhododendron and Dra¬ 

caena, but at the same time I described appearances in those cells, which 

had probably misled Professor Frommann, namely that in the upper and side 

walls of the cells of Dracaena, what appears to be a reticulale structure can 

be observed, but that such structure was caused by the presence of a number 

of waxy granules imbedded in the cuticle which were apprecially acted on 

by ether or boiling Alcohol and dissolved in a 5 per cent solution of Potash. 

In Rhododendron in the same way there is a distinct striation of the 

cutieularised layers, which cuticle however does not abut immediately on 

to the cell cavity, but is separated from it by a thin layer of unaltered 

cellulose. 

Ei.sbiro had also noted open pits in the cells of the potal of Nierem- 

bergia gracilis and in the cells of the petiole of Ficus elastica he had found 

thal "what has been sometimes described by authors, especially in growing 

tissues, as intercellular spaces and middle lamellae in the cellulose, were 

revealed to be in a number of instances, accumulations of living matter 

wedged in between the plant cells.” These results were obtained by the 

use of Gold Chloride and Silver nitrate. The latter reagcnt gave him the 

best results and he observed that when a section of the petiole of Ficus 

had been thus treated, and exposed to light, the cell-walls were seen to 

exhibit a number of exceedingly small dark stained areas (cellulose) in which 

was a reticulum of non-staining protoplasm. I showed first of all that this 

staining was only confined to the cut surfaces and was not present in the 

entire thickness of the wall, and thal further the w hole appearance could be 

entirely removed by brushing the sections with a camel-hair brush. Finali y 

I demonstraled that the patches were granules of reduoed silver, which had 

been thus reduced by certain of the cell contents, w'hich I showed to be 

tarmiu. I also showed that as far as my results had been carried I was 

forced to conclude that Silver nitrate and Gold Chloride as usually employed, 

were unsatisfactory for botanical research, and had given me no assistanee 

in the study of the continuity of the protoplasm. 

1t only remains for me now to deal with IIii.i.house’s paper. The method 

employ ed by this observer was briefly as followrs. Sections of fresh material 

or of material which had lain for some days in absolute alcohol, w'ere cut 

with a razor wetted with alcohol. They were then placed on a slide and 

treated for some minutes w ith dilute Sulphuric acid which was afterwards 
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reraoved by means of a pipette, and in Hs place was added a small quantity 

of concentrated acid in which the seetion was allowed to remain for a period 

°1 from 20 to 48 hours. With the seetion still lying on the slide, the acid 

'vas removed; the seetion was well washed in distilled water and stained 

oither with Jodine or Ammonia Carmine. These preparations were made 

from the cortical lissue of the stem or of the base of the leaf of various plants, 

hui tho tissue of Prunns, Ilex, Acer and Aesculus were those which were 

principally studied in detail. 

Stated generally this observer l'ound that alter such treatment although 

in some cases the protoplasmic proeesses projeeting into the pits could not 

be traced further than to the base of the pit-membrane, yet that in many 

instances it could be demonstrated that the proeesses of adjacent cells were 

directly continuous through the pit-closing-membrane. In one instance 

(Prunus) liowever, he noticed that in a ease where the acid had only been 

allowed to act for a short time, the proeesses appeared not to be directly 

continuous, but to be united by means of a sieve-structure which perforated 

the closing membrane. 

Before criticizing Mr. Hillhouse’s conclusions I should like to say a few 

Words aboul his methods. To an external observer, whether ehemist or 

botanist, the exposure of such a delicate structure as that of a thin seetion 

of vegetabie lissue, to the action of such a powerful reagent as strong Sul- 

phuric acid, for periods varying from 22 to 48 hours, would I ihink appear 

to be somewhat severe treatment, and its lengthy use implies no little c.on- 

fidence on the part of the author in the solidily of the connecting filaments 

of the protoplasm by means of which such a continuity might be expected 

to be maintained. My own experience certainly leads me to believe that 

after treatment with concentrated acid for a much shorter time than that 

inentioned above, the protoplasmic proeesses entering the pits would cer¬ 

tainly be attacked, and much more, any protoplasmic filaments of a still more 

delicate nature. In fact if one watches the action of strong Sulphuric acid 

conlaining Molvbdic acid in solution, in Order that the protoplasm inay be 

stained, and brought more clearly into view, on sections of the living endo- 

sperm cells of Turnus communis it is seen that the threads begin to be acted 

upon in less than 10 minutes, and certainly in a half an hour, hardly an) 

trace of them can be detected, and the same thing occurs in sections which 

have been treated with Sulphuric acid alone, and subsequently stained. 

Another objection is that although such lengthy treatment may dissolve the 

cell-walls, in so doing it causes the approximation of layers of cells which 

"ere before an appreciable distance apart (being kepl apart by their cell- 

"’alls) and thus causes the protoplasmic contents of such cells to be in a like 

Banner approximated; to lie in the same plane; and even to overlap one 

anolher, either bodily, or by means of their protoplasmic proeesses. The 

"hole seetion is so soft and non-resistent that a very slight movement of 

6* 
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the acid, much less washing with water is liable to cause verv sensible 

displacement of tbe tissue. In the case of resistent middle lamellae these 

structures swell and stain. Again my results as lo the action of Carmine, 

whether Ammonia or alum Carmine, point lo the fact that it bas but litlle 

selective powers, slaining at tbe same time l)otb the protoplasm and the 

cell-wall, and I therefore am forced to regard it as unsatisfactory for such 

an investigation as the present. Finally where one relies on the fact of the 

elinging of the protoplasmic processes entering the pits, to the pil-membrane, 

it is a mistake to use either alcohol material or a razor wetted with alcohol 

since by so doing the protoplasm is rendered rigid and brittle, and it can 

neither be drawn out into Strands, nor will it adhere to the mcmbrane when 

any appreciable tension is set up. 

I therefore worked overMr. Hiixhousk s results with the greatest possible 

care. I may state at the oulset that the material he employed is in many 

respects extremely favourable, bolh on account of the conspicuous develop¬ 

ment of the pits, the comparative thickness of the pit-membrane and the 

non resistent character of the middle lamellae. In this respect bolh Prunus 

and Acer deserve especial notice. 

Naturally Mr. IIii.uiouse’s view of a direct continuity necessitates the 

exislence of a small Perforation in the pit-membrane. Wliat strikes one at 

first on looking over bis figures of Prunus is that if figure 4 which represents 

two somewhat swollen processes on opposite sides of the pit united by a 

sieve-structure Iraversing the pit-membrane, be true, and if he obtains such 

a structure by the cautious and regulated action of Sulphuric acid, how is 

it that when the acid has been allowed lo act for a much longer time, he 

obtains the appearance of direct continuity, unless indeed we are to sup- 

pose that both means of communication are present in one and the same 

tissue. But on the whole, one is led to infer that the direct continuity is the 

typical structure. 

In order to examine the matter for myself 1 thoroughly investigated the 

structure of the cortical tissue of the base of the leaf, and of the stem, in 

Prunus, Ilex, Acer, Aesculus and Aucubci Japonica which bitter is perhaps 

the best material of all. I found that after the lengthy action of the acid, 

the difficullies attending manipulation and observation were verv great. 

After a treatment of 24 hours with Sulphuric acid, 1 found that very thin 

sections were usually so disintegrated and displaced as to prevent any satis- 

faclory examination of them. The thicker sections are more resistent, and 

on the whole the protoplasm withstands the action of the acid, much beiter 

than one might expect. In many cases the processes are almost entirely 

dissolved, and the protoplasmic bodies present a spherical form, having 

projecting l'rom them at certain points a few extremely short protrusions. 

In other instances the processes remain fairly intact, their apices ending 

bluntly in a somewhat swollen rounded extremity as Mr. llu.uioisi; has 
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described. Here and there Stretching across the tissue, or between the 

contents of neighbouring cells were a number of what one niighl fairlv call 

slime strings, produced apparently by the violent aclion of tlie acid upou the 

proloplasm, and although in roany cells the middle lamollae were alniost 

invisible, in other parts of the tissue they appeared swollenup, and beeame 

stained with .todine, or Carmiue, although less so with Picric Hoi fmanx’s blue, 

ln nearly every instance, and certainly in the great majority of instances, no 

trace of any direct continuity could be detected. In others the close ap- 

proximation of two attenuated processes at first sight seerned to suggest 

such an appearance as Mr. üu.uiouse has described, but eareful focussing 

usually determined, either that no actual union occurred, or that the pro¬ 

cesses camc from cells which overlapped and were not in the same plane, 

ln fact in no one clear and undoubted instance was I able to satisfy mvself 

of the existence of a direct continuity, but it appeared to me that the pro¬ 

cesses ended at the pit-membrane. 

I then proceeded to treat sections according to my method, mounting 

thern either in Canada balsam or in glycerine as occasion seerned to require. 

Such treatment as far as I could observe, proved conclusively, that in all the 

tissues examined the processes entering the pits could only be followed as 

far as to the pit-closing-membrane and that they were clearly and distinctly 

bounded, by that structure, although in every case the processes of adjacent 

cells were connected through the pit-membrane by a lighter stained area. 

ln Prunus and Aucuba, this area presented the well known form of a flat- 

tened sphere,'and in it distinct threads could be seen. Henc.e here a sieve 

arrangement is present. In Acer merely a doubtful striation could be de¬ 

tected, and in Ilex and Aesculus merely a staining in pit-membrane. 

Consequently as it seems to me, the one point which is satisfactorily 

proved in Mr. Hillhoose’s paper, is that in Prunus lauro-cerasus a continuity 

between the contents of adjacent cells is established by means of delicate 

protoplasmie filaments which in the manner of a sieve-structure perforate 

the pit-closing-membrane. 

As regards the occurrence of a direct continuity, both in Prunus and in 

the other tissues, I can neilher confirm his results nor do 1 believe them 

capable of eonfirmation: and although by his own researches he has not 

demonstrated the existence of a continuity of the protoplasm in Ilex, Acer 

and Aesculus, I have shown that such a continuity does exist and that it is 

niade possible by means of delicate filaments which in the manner of a 

sieve-structure traverse the pit-closing-membrane. There is a minor point 

that the threads do not appear to me to go as Mr. Hiilhoise draws them, 

straight through the closing membrane so as to cause the whole thread com- 

plex to assume the form of a cylinder, but they bend in the way I have so 

°ften described so as to assume the form of a flattened sphere. 
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Final conclusions. 

I will now briefly sum up my principal results. At the oulsel I may 

point out that they have all been obtained with fresh material, which appears 

to me to considerably increase their value; although as 1 have shown alcohol 

material may be employed. I am aware that most of the observations have 

been made upon thick-walled tissue, in consequence of the fact that the 

thinner the pit-membrane the rnore difficult does observation become. 

But in allied genera and species, some of which show the exislence of 

a continuity, and some do not, there seems to be but little doubt that the 

same strueture is in reality common to them all. 

As regards the modes in which the continuity of the protoplasm of 

adjacent cells is maintained, I have eslablished in the material upon which 

1 have worked. 

1. That in pitted cells the pit-membrane is traversed by numerous deli— 

cate protoplasmic filaments, connecting the protoplasmic processes 

which occupy the pit-cavity, on each side of the common closing 

membrane; 

2. That in unpitled cells e. g. Tamus, Strychnos, Dioscorea, very delicate 

protoplasmic filaments traverse the cell-wall throughout ils whole 

extent. Such cells are however of rare occurrence; 

3. That in some cases, e. g. Lodoicea, Bentinckia, Howea, and Kentia in 

which the cells are pitted, these delicate protoplasmic filaments 

traverse not only the pit-membrane, but also the general cell-wall; 

i- That the significance of pits is to alf'ord a means of communication 

between adjacent cells through the agency of the porous pit-mem¬ 

brane. 

Front the observations mentioned under section 3 1 am inelined to 

believe that the passage of protoplasmic filaments through the unpitted 

portions of cell-walls is by no means uncommon, but the demonstration of 

this is difficult owing to the extreme fineness of the filaments. As regards 

the significance of the various structures described, I am of opinion that in 

all cells whatsoever the walls are perforated, and that the perforatious are 

traversed by protoplasmic filaments. Thus sieve-tubes must be regarded 

as merely special examples of a general strueture. 

Taking all the cases, in which the passage of protoplasmic filaments 

from cell to cell has been demonstraled we find that they present great 

Variation as regards the size of the channels. The largest and coarsest form 

is aflbrded by such structures as sieve-tubes; next come the perforalions 

in endosperm cells in which the whole strueture is more delicate, and linalls 

the perforations in pulvini and the like, which are excessively fine. But 

the general principle or type of strueture is the same throughout, though in 

some cases the perforations are confined to limited areas of the cell-wall 
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(sieve-plates, pits) and in others the whole cell-wall is perforated, consti- 

tuting one large sieve-slrueture. 

The physiological significance of such communication between adjacent 

cells appears to me not to be the same, in all cases. I am led to the con- 

clusion that the sieve-structures of endosperm cells like those of sieve-tubes 

serve as channels for the passage of food material, and are probably of equal 

importance during germination in connection with the transference of un- 

organised lerments, while as regards the filaments in such tissues as pulvini, 

their chief significance is that by their means the protoplasm of isolated cells 

beeomes connected and that thus the communication of impulses from one 

part of the plant to another is insured. For instanee there can be little 

doubt that the conduction of a Stimulus, which can be readily observed in 

the leaves of Minwsa pudica is effected by this means. 

The presence of these very minute perforations in the cell-wall need 

not lead to any modifieation of the generally accepted ideas as to the rnecha- 

nics of the cell, more particularly with regard to the maintainance of its 

turgid condition. 1t must be borne in mind that the lurgidity of a cell depends 

upon its protoplasm, and so long as this forms a perfectly closed sac, the cell 

can be turgid. In the case before us, the protoplasm does constilute a closed 

sac, for the filaments by which the protoplasmic bodies of neighbouring cells 

are connected, are solid. 

In conclusion it only remains for me to perform the pleasant duty of 

thanking those who have given me their help during this investigation, and 

first 1 v\ ould acknowledge the debt of gratitude that I owe to Professor Sachs 

for his uniform kindness and consideration to me during the time I was 

working in his laboratorv. The fad that it was at his Suggestion that I com- 

menced this work will alone be suffieient to show how great that debt is. 

From my friend and teacher Dr. S. H. Vijjes I have received constant assist- 

ance and advice all through this most difficult investigation. To my friend 

Dr. D. H. Scott I am also indebted for much valuable aid and criticism. 
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